During normal and disruptive operations in tokamak devices the escaped core plasma particles are a potential threat to the divertor and nearby component lifetime as well as plasma contamination. Comprehensive enhanced physical and numerical models are developed and implemented in the upgraded High Energy Interaction with General Heterogeneous Target Systems (HEIGHTS) package to accurately predict the impact of the escaped particles on plasma-facing and nearby components. An ab initio Monte Carlo-based kinetic model of the escaping core particles is developed for integration with the magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) models of the initiated edge plasma where the escaping particles are used as an input volume source. The paper describes details of the 3D Monte Carlo kinetic model, validation and benchmarking and simulation results for both National Spherical Torus Experiment and ITER devices using actual reactor design and magnetic configurations. The simulation results are being implemented self-consistently with various HEIGHTS models that include surface erosion, divertor plasma generation, plasma MHD evolution, heat conduction and detailed photon transport of line and continuum radiation.
Introduction
Successful development of future fusion reactors critically depends on the correct prediction of the heat and particle loads to reactor walls and the optimum material choice for plasma-facing components (PFCs). Experimental data of current tokamak devices and theoretical predictions show that future ITER-like surfaces should be resistant both to steadystate heat flux of up to 20 MW m −2 and to intense transient (τ = 0.1-10 ms) events of up to 10 GW m −2 . The divertor plate is a key component of the tokamak device. High particle and heat fluxes can cause high surface sputtering, melt and vaporization erosion, plasma contamination and component failure that can interrupt normal operation of the reactor. The reactor geometry, the magnetic configuration and the interaction processes in the scrape-off layer (SOL) determine not only heat transport and loads to component surfaces but also play an important role in plasma confinement and control the transition to the high-confinement mode (Hmode) operation. Experiments in current tokamak devices show the complex behaviour of edge plasma interaction with device components and as a result the required understanding of the complex self-consistent behaviour of plasma in the entire SOL configuration. The edge plasma interaction with component surfaces affects the behaviour of deuterium-tritium (DT) bulk plasma and impurity contaminations, influences toroidal plasma motion and redistributes energy loads among reactor components. Damage of plasma-facing and structural materials due to loss of plasma confinement remains one of the most serious concerns for safe, successful and reliable reactor operation. Plasma instabilities occur in various forms such as hard disruptions, which include both thermal and current quench, edge-localized modes (ELMs), runaway electrons and vertical displacement events (VDEs). Therefore, accurate understanding of the escaping core plasma into SOL and the subsequent interaction with device components is extremely important for successful development, operation and optimization of future fusion devices. Current fusion reactors have complex 3D design and simple one-or twodimensional models cannot be used for correct description of self-consistent processes of edge plasma evolution. Transport of charged particles in tokamak plasma environment is best described by kinetic theory [1] . However, solving the full kinetic equations remains an impractical task and most recent investigations [2] [3] [4] [5] are based on the magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) approach for modelling the core plasma expansion into the SOL area. Simple estimation, for example of the National Spherical Torus Experiment (NSTX) tokamak pedestal plasma conditions [6] , i.e. for n e = 7 × 10 13 cm −3 , T e = 500 eV and T i = 750 eV, showed that the time between scattering events [7] for ions is τ i = 4 × 10 −4 s, and for electrons is τ e = 4 × 10 −6 s. The predicted parameters for ITER pedestal plasma (n e = 3 × 10 13 cm −3 , T e = 1.7 keV and T i = 2.5 keV [8] ) give even more pessimistic numbers that prevent the correct use of the Navier-Stokes equations: τ i = 1×10
−2 s and τ e = 2×10 −4 s. The classical MHD approach assumes that the time between particles scattering is much smaller than duration of the simulated events (duration of the ELM time is about τ ELM = 10 −4 -10 −3 s [9] ). However, as was shown in recent studies [2] [3] [4] , implementation of various modifications and assumptions to the basic MHD system of equations allows one to calculate the parameters of the escaped core plasma particles close enough to the measured experimental data. The main problem lies in the fact that transport properties of the tokamak magnetized plasma cannot accurately be described with pure classical theory. The classical transport theory is valid for collisional plasma in a homogeneous and stationary magnetic field [10] . The classical theory should be expanded to include various turbulence mechanisms to explain the anomalous plasma transport properties in tokamaks [11] .
The simulation results were significantly improved when the general SOL transport problem was divided into two subtasks: (1) MHD of the escaping core plasma, starting from the last closed flux surface (LCFS) and (2) MHD of the SOL neutrals (background gas) [3] . Solution of the first subtask for the escaping core plasma is used as a volume source for the neutral transport equations. This approach was used in a simplified NSTX geometry where the profiles of divertor heat and particle fluxes were calculated and compared with experimental data [12] . Recent investigations showed that splitting of the SOL transport problem and implementation of various hybrid approaches are prospective ways for better modelling of edge plasma evolution and correctly predicting component heat loads [13] [14] [15] [16] . However, it should be stated that a full direct integrated model of the SOL plasma is still a very complex problem and only simplifications allow one to simulate characteristics of tokamak operation in a reasonable time.
Most recent experimental and theoretical studies of PFC erosion only considered plasma behaviour around local areas of the tokamak geometry [17] [18] [19] [20] . Investigators have significant limitations in computational power and relevant experimental data due to design complexity, the numerous physical processes involved and difficulties in the integration of micro-and macro-scale processes. However, understanding various edge plasma processes and their interdependence in the entire SOL area are critically needed for accurate and reliable operation of future higher power devices. In our previous studies [18] , we simulated the evolution of edge plasma during normal and disruptive operation only in localized areas of the SOL using the High Energy Interaction with General Heterogeneous Target Systems (HEIGHTS) computer simulation package with various integrated models [21] [22] [23] . These simulations showed a potential serious damage of nearby divertor surfaces in ITER-like devices during giant ELMs and disruption, not directly from the core plasma particles but from the high radiation fluxes of the evolving divertor plasma-shielding layer. We simulated in detail the energy load of core plasma particles deposited into component surface, heat conduction, melting and vapourization of the divertor material. The vapour MHD evolution and expansion was modelled including vapour heating by the incoming escaped core plasma particles and photon radiation generated within. Magnetic diffusion, heat conduction and radiation transport were also studied in the generated edge plasma. We concluded that the erosion of divertor surfaces is a complex self-consistent problem where the heat load to localized areas should be coupled through MHD and radiation transport processes of the evolving shielding cloud. Expansion of the computational domain to include the entire SOL area leads, however, to the necessary multiscale description of the complex reactor design that results in unavoidable extensive calculation time and the complex description of calculation domain. For example, the size of a typical fusion device is measured in metres, accurate MHD calculations require cell size of 100-200 µm, and detail surface erosion processes require a fine discretization level, with cell size less than 0.5-1.0 µm.
In this study, we introduce for the first time, a comprehensive kinetic Monte Carlo model for the simulation of the escaping core plasma and for the prediction of heat load to tokamak PFCs using the entire 3D device geometry. We implemented detail description of the escaping core particles into the SOL that will be used as volume source input in the HEIGHTS integrated models. This work includes (1) a model of the core particles escaping and a benchmark with available data and (2) simulation results that show details of the escaped particle drift separation and composition on inner and outer divertor surfaces. Based on the above-mentioned advantages of splitting the transport problem, our upgraded model includes both of the two separated subtasks. However, opposed to other existing models, we do not use any fitting parameters or averages from continuum media, i.e. we do not solve NavierStokes equations for the escaped core DT plasma. Similar to the UEDGE model [12] , we separate the escaping core plasma particles and the edge plasma evolution; however, opposite to the UEDGE model we simulate the motion of the escaping core plasma as individual particles in the complex electromagnetic field structure of the device. The calculations presented below show the comparison between both models. However, the advantages of our approach are the ability to study various drift phenomena, to separately divide the contribution of ions and electrons into component heat loads and to exclude artificial fitting parameters usually used in the description of anomalous transport properties. The particle's motion is calculated using ab initio models with simulation of all possible scattering processes along their path. Results from our developed Monte Carlo kinetic model will then be used as an input volume source for the solution of the second subtask, i.e. MHD evolution of the edge plasma. It should be stated that the complete solution should include the edge plasma MHD 'feedback', i.e. SOL hydrodynamics will influence particles escaping, drift and scattering processes as well. Initially SOL is filled with near vacuum gas density. The scattering probability of the D, T and e in SOL is therefore small. As consequences of plasma instabilities and interactions with divertor/wall, surface vaporization causes a density increase in SOL. As a result, the escaped core particles will undergo scatterings in SOL far from device walls. We are currently extending our models to two-component mixture plasma (DT + impurities) in the next HEIGHTS package upgrade. Future studies will treat SOL with real 'dirty' edge plasma, calculation of the thermodynamic properties of partially ionized plasma and simulation of radiation transport processes in mixed multicomponent plasmas. The main goal of this study is to validate our approach of splitting the SOL transport problem and to assess the applicability of the developed kinetic Monte Carlo model for the calculation of the volume input source for the edge plasma MHD equations. We analysed and compared our simulation results with known experimental data.
Mathematical and physical models
As we discussed in our previous work [18] , the edge plasma MHD equation system is described using the conservation laws of mass, momentum, energy and magnetic field as
Here, ρ is the density; v is the velocity; B is the magnetic field; e t is the total energy, which includes the hydrodynamic part, e h = e in + e kin and the magnetic part e m = (B 2 /8πµ); e in is the internal energy; e kin = (ρv 2 /2) is the kinetic energy. Analogous to energy, pressure has hydrodynamic and magnetic parts:
). Magnetic diffusion processes are taken into account as the Joule heating term, (c 2 η/16π 2 µ 2 )(∇ × B) × B, in the total energy equation and as the diffusion term, (c 2 /4πµ)∇ ×(η∇ ×B), in the magnetic field equation, where η is the resistivity, µ is the magnetic permeability and c is the light speed. In our calculations we assume µ = 1 for the plasma. The thermal conduction in the plasma is included in the energy equation as the Q th term. The target vapourization processes are taken into account as Q m,vap and Q e,vap sources in the continuity and energy equations, respectively. The Q rad term describes the radiation transport processes. The external energy source Q imp that takes into account the energy input from the escaped core particles into the edge plasma is the main theme of this study.
To avoid the limitations described above in edge plasma modelling and to preserve the multiscale approach in the integrated physical and mathematical models, we implemented the adaptive mesh refinement (AMR) algorithm with unstructured grid geometry [24] and upgraded all integrated routines in the HEIGHTS numerical package and computational algorithms for the AMR configuration. A fivelayer quadtree method [25] is used for the AMR simulation of the entire SOL plasma evolution (figure 1). The AMR technique was integrated with our algorithms for the MPI parallel implementation of HEIGHTS.
The equilibrium plasma configuration used in our study for the initial conditions was extracted from the EQDSK database files [12, 26] and reconstructed for the quadtree mesh (figure 2). The magnetic field components were calculated from the stored poloidal fluxes as
Here, B r,ϕ,z is the magnetic field components in any point P (r, ϕ, z); is the poloidal magnetic field and R c , B c are the radius and toroidal magnetic field at the tokamak magnetic centre.
The RBBBS and ZBBBS values stored in the standard G-EQDSK file 1 determine the tokamak core plasma border, i.e. the LCFS where we begin sampling the start point of the escaped core particles. HEIGHTS has the flexibility to describe the escaping particles from the LCFS using any spatial and temporal distribution to cover the possible wide range of escaping core plasma parameters during normal and disruptive operations. We can also use different initial temperatures of electron and ion compositions. In this study, we used equal probability distribution of the escaped particles along the entire LCFS and uniform temporal distribution of the impact power deposition. The initial direction of the particles was sampled as 3D equiprobable so that electrons and ions can be returned to the core plasma or can move along the 'passed' or 'trapped' trajectory [27] . Figure 3 schematically illustrates our simulation of the escaped core particle motion implemented in HEIGHTS.
As illustrated in figure 3 , particles are moving in a 3D cylindrical S(r, ϕ, z) coordinate system where r is the radial, ϕ is the toroidal and z is the axial coordinate. This is the general system used in the HEIGHTS package. We do not use the MC method for the solution of the continuity equation. The escaped core media are not considered as continuous with pre-calculated or measured transport coefficients along and across the magnetic field. In our simulation, we considered real ions and electrons with Larmour gyration and toroidal motion within the complex structure of the magnetic field. However, equations of motion of charged particles in the arbitrary directed magnetic and electric fields are extremely awkward. We, therefore, introduced and expressed the equation of motion in the auxiliary Cartesian system S (x , y , z ), where the z axis is the direction parallel to the local magnetic field vector B, i.e. in our virtual coordinate system S , there is only one magnetic field component B z = | B| = B. This redefinition allows expressing the equation of motion in a compact form for the velocity components: 
and for coordinates: 
where E x,y,z are the electric field components in the S coordinate system; x 0 and V 0 are the initial location and velocity of particle; m r = m/ 1 − V 2 /c 2 is the particle relativistic mass; t is the time; and c is the speed of light. Equations (3) and (4) are valid within one MHD cell border and one time step. The transformation between the S and S system can be expressed using the three Euler angles: ϕ 0 , and [28] , where ϕ 0 is the initial toroidal angle coordinate of the particle in the S system and the last two angles are determined from the local magnetic field as sin = B r cosϕ 0 + B ϕ sinϕ 0 |B ϕ | ,
and 
an image of vector V (r, ϕ, z) in a virtual system can be calculated as V = ABV . Since both the initial and virtual systems are orthogonal, the reverse transformation can be calculated by simple matrix transpose V = B T A T V . The transport of individual particles in plasma is dominated by the long-range Coulomb force that results in a large number of small interactions. Since it is not feasible to simulate each interaction, a single-collision Monte Carlo approach to particle transport is not applicable for many situations of practical interest. Therefore, small interactions are lumped together and treated in a continuous manner. In the interactions of particles with walls, the energy losses are due to soft interactions with the target atomic electrons (excitation and ionization loss). The changes in the electron direction are mostly due to multiple Coulomb scattering from the nucleus, with some contribution from soft electron scattering [29] . Due to the limited computational power, it is difficult to take into account all interactions of the incident particles with target atoms. We divided these interactions into two groups: close collisions and distant collisions as is traditionally used in other Monte Carlo codes. The criterion for grouping is the energy that is transmitted to the recoiled particle. Since most of the distant interactions do not have a critical effect on the incident particle energy or direction of motion, they can be considered as the combined contribution of small interactions and their common effect can be comparable to the interaction of close scattering events, depending on the incident initial energy. In our model, all interactions where incident particles lose <1% of their initial energy are considered as distant. The distant interaction contribution (energy and direction change) is accumulated along the trajectory between two close collisions and is added at the end of the trajectory. This approach is applied to the simulation of all scattering processes in the SOL and to tokamak component surfaces. Various physical processes include ion-nuclear, ion-electron, electron-nuclear, electron-electron interactions, the bremsstrahlung process, photoabsorption, the Compton process and Auger relaxation. The algorithm takes into account contribution of the secondary (recoiled) particles, if their energy is higher than a critical value. HEIGHTS models of plasma particle interaction with matter are described in detail in [21, 29, 30] . The new 3D Monte Carlo algorithm is developed and benchmarked for plasma particle interactions with solid and plasma matter in the magnetic field for any geometrical configuration.
Validation and benchmarking
The procedure of benchmarking HEIGHTS models and computer package includes both individual validations of separate blocks and components as well as benchmarking the whole integrated package against available experimental and theoretical data. In this study we present benchmarking results and comparisons that verify our new kinetic model for the evolution of the escaping core particles. To further demonstrate the applicability of our approach we performed benchmark simulations for two different magnetic configurations, i.e. NSTX and ITER design. We simulated particle flow evolution during both normal and disruptive operations of plasma. Heat flux distribution on the divertor plate surface was the parameter used for comparison of results.
The NSTX (R = 0.85 m, a < 0.67 m, R/a > 1.27) experimental and simulation data [12] was used to validate our model in low-field devices. We used the published NSTX discharge parameters for the initial conditions in our developed kinetic model. The temperatures used for the escaped core electrons and ions were T e = 130 eV, T i ∼ T e − 15 eV. The incident power was estimated to be P imp = 1.75 MW. The starting points of outgoing/escaping particles from the core were assumed equally distributed around the LCFS and initial particle velocity was directed in the 3D space with equal probability. Figure 4 shows the simulated heat flux distribution on the divertor surface from our kinetic model in comparison with the heat flux measured in the NSTX experiment as well as calculated by the UEDGE code [12] . Since HEIGHTS currently calculates unperturbed escaped core particles, the flux distribution has a slightly narrower footprint in comparison with the experimental results. When taking into account edge plasma evolution with impurity content, which is not correctly treated in most previous simulations, it will result in broader particle/heat flux distributions and to the reduction of peaks. However, correct peak location, compliance of curves form and total energy demonstrate good agreement between our calculations and the published experimental data.
The second benchmark for model validation was performed for ITER geometry and magnetic field configurations. To confirm our previous calculations performed using localized geometry simulation [18] , we compared the disruption spatial power density footprints on the outer divertor surface. The initial conditions for disruption parameters in our simulations assumed a total energy of the escaped particles Q = 126 MJ, impact duration τ = 1 ms and particles temperature T = 3.5 keV. In previous calculations, the computational domain was limited for the divertor nearby area; and the estimated spatial distribution [23] of disruption particles was sampled directly on the domain border. In our new model, the final spatial distribution is the result of the integrated approach of the entire 3D SOL reactor geometry. A reasonable agreement between the two different models is illustrated in figure 5 .
Simulation results
A full 3D kinetic description of the escaping core particles is required to realistically study particle evolution in the complex magnetic configurations and geometries of current and future tokomaks. We should stress that the presence of strong spatial effects cannot be described with simple and lower dimensional models. The complex feature of the magnetic field-induced plasma drift in SOL and divertor nearby areas is the starting point to determine the hydrodynamics evolution and radiation phenomena at the surface of PFCs. First, we studied the initial dependences that determine the heat load conditions at the divertor surface. Based on our simulations, we should point out that the typical ratio of the outer to inner divertor peak heat flux is based on the stochastic character of the escaping core particles in current device magnetic field configuration. Our detailed results of the ratio of inner and outer flux distributions agree with the commonly observed behaviour in several tokamaks. Figure 6 shows HEIGHTS calculations of the NSTX power discharge [31] . The initial particle temperature was not discussed in [31] ; however, as we will show later that this parameter does not significantly affect the results. The flowing particle power was estimated from the neutral beam injection power P NBI = 4.9 MW [12] .
As is shown in figure 6 , the heat flux profile on the inner divertor surface has two peaks. The experimental results shown for NSTX indicate that the additional peak appears when the shot power is increased. Our modelling results, for the first time, show similar two-peak formation and to explain this effect we tracked individual particles that formed the second peak. Examples of the escaped core particle trajectories are shown in figure 7 with white lines having the highest impact flux. Arrow 2 shows the second peak location. This location is the arrival spot and concentration of the particles departed from the X-point region. Comparison of figures 4 and 7 brings to a conclusion that peak #2 exists originally, i.e. this main source of heat flux on the inner divertor is due to the 'leakage' from the X-point area. Therefore, we can define the trajectories and the drift processes from the tokamak high-field side as #1 and from the X-point area as #2. The direct impact of process #1 is negligible because of particles returning to core plasma (see trajectories in figure 7 ). Increasing the discharge power stimulates and enhances process #1 corresponding to the experimental data [31] .
However, this process cannot be simply explained by changing the temperature of escaping plasma with increasing discharge power. We simulated the escaping core plasma particles with various initial temperatures in the NSTX and ITER magnetic configuration. Figure 8 shows interesting results that increasing the initial temperature of the escaping particles tends to decrease the particle flux in trajectories #1. Moreover, it also tends to increase the probability of particles returning to the core on the low-field side and to the slight decrease in the outer divertor flux. Figure 9 demonstrates an opposite behaviour of the dependence of the escaped core particles on the initial temperature in a similar analysis but for ITER geometry and magnetic configuration. An increase in the initial temperature of the escaped core particles tends to slightly increase the divertor heat flux.
Both figures 8 and 9 indicate that the initial temperature of the escaped particles does not directly play a major role in the magnitude of the divertor heat flux (in the reasonable limits of used temperature values). The magnetic field configuration and the generated radial electric field are the main parameters that determine core particle input into the SOL area. The effect of the radial electric field on the escaping core particles is currently under investigation.
The drift of the charged particles due to the gradient of the magnetic field has an opposite direction for ions and electrons. The large mass difference between these particles and the resulting Larmour radii inequality makes the escaping probability of core plasma different for electrons and for ions. The radial electric field appears due to charged particle separation around the LCFS. The generated electric field cannot totally compensate for the charged particle separation because of the presence of the magnetic field. This is clear from the analysis of equations (3) and (4) where the last right term of these equations has only E/B expressions and does not include q in the poloidal plane. Exception is given only for the z direction that was chosen to be parallel to the local magnetic field, i.e. compensation is effective only in the tokamak toroidal direction. In the poloidal direction, the charged particles can drift uncompensated and the final divertor heat distribution is composed of the separate flows of electrons and ions [32] . This results in the shaping of the energy deposition profile along the divertor surface and in depth because of the deeper electron penetration and the biasing in the SOL and on PFCs [33, 34] . Figure 10 shows the spatial distribution of the heat flux on NSTX divertor surface where the input of the electrons and ions are shown separately. As is shown, the inner divertor heat load is formed mainly due to energy deposition of the ions.
The flux shapes presented above are for the case of no divertor plasma. These results are of obvious importance as initial conditions for modelling edge plasma phenomena and for PFC damage and possible mitigation techniques. Information about separate contributions of the divertor heat flux due to ions and electrons is very limited in spite on the fact that electrons and ions play very different roles in the undersurface processes. Figure 11 shows prediction of the heat load composition for the ITER divertor surfaces. As shown previously in figure 10 , the electron flux is concentrated at the strike points but opposite to the NSTX case, i.e. the electron part is much larger in the ITER case. Our simulations (figures 8 and 9) indicated the weak dependence of the heat flux spatial profile on the initial particle temperature and we are currently analysing the heat flux dependence on the magnetic field configuration.
Conclusions
We have developed multidimensional comprehensive models for extensive and integrated simulation of the escaped core plasma impact on the tokamak divertor and nearby locations. The 3D kinetic Monte Carlo model of the escaping core particles is developed for the self-consistent analysis of the MHD evolution of the initiated edge plasma where the escaping particles are used as the input volume source. The escaped plasma part simulates particle evolution (motion and scatterings) in full 3D in the presence of local magnetic and electric fields starting from the LCFS through the entire SOL area and up to penetration inside tokamak components. The quadtree adaptive mesh refinement algorithms with 5 level sublayers were developed and implemented in HEIGHTS to significantly enhance the accuracy of the calculation and to reduce the computational time. We implemented, verified and benchmarked our new Monte Carlo kinetic model in our HEIGHTS simulation package to study the spatial profile of ion and electron energy deposition of the escaped core particles of both inner and outer divertor plates for NSTX and ITER device parameters, magnetic field complex structure and the components' geometry. We also studied the influence of initial temperature of the core escaping particle on the divertor heat load footprints. For accurate prediction of the actual divertor damage and to gain more physical insights of various processes we calculated, for the first time, details of the electron-ion composition and contribution to the surface heat fluxes at both the inner and outer divertor plates. The distribution profile was in good agreement with available data and explained the different contributions and sources among ions and electrons and their dependences on machine parameters.
